
W h y might a typographer also wish to become a printer? 

In practice, the typographer wants the workmanship of the 

printer to be good, but, of course, it is the printer who decides 

whether it will be good or not. Inevitably, all jobs are much 

the same to the commercial printer. Any business runs 

more efficiently if each job has a similar outcome. Nothing 

illustrates better the advantage of being your own printer, 

both creatively and practically. It provides independence and 

freedom from the vagaries of other people's priorities. 

But what opportunities are there today for printing as 

well as designing your own material? How realistic is such 

an idea, and at what cost? The unwieldy scale of industrial 

lithographic printing machines has made this medium 

inappropriate for more heuristic intentions. There is surely 

little point getting involved with printing unless the experi

ence of using it is integral to the design process. I have, 

instead, letterpress in mind. 

DESIGNING AND PRINTING 

I bought my modest Vandercook proofing press about ten 

years ago for £250. It is one of the newer models (circa 

1950s); mid-sized (able to accommodate A2 sheets) and 

is fitted with power-driven inking rollers. This kind of 

uncomplicated press is not a mass-production machine, 

but it is ideal for anyone unfamiliar with letterpress because 

the type can be placed directly on to the flat, horizontal bed, 

and, at the turn of a handle, the inked rollers will glide over 

the face of the type followed by the cylinder with the sheet of 

paper attached. 

I learnt a great deal about letterpress from working with 

Kelvyn Smith, London based graphic designer/typographer 

and letterpress printer, on a commission I received from 

an engineering company specializing in the construction of 

large-scale steel sculptures (Anthony Caro was a regular client). 

They needed a document which conveyed precision, finesse 

and weighty presence, and, importantly, they only wanted 500. 

Fortunately, they were also intrigued to see the job set in 

metal type. Kelvyn and I agreed to collaborate on the design 

of the brochure and print it at his letterpress workshop. 

Smith is, perhaps, unique in that he is a graphic designer 

who uses letterpress not only to print the final work, but also 

as a means of generating ideas. Variations spill off the press 

at a remarkable speed so that by the end of a morning there 

will be 20 or more different solutions. These will often be 

numbered so that the initial intuitive process can be 

rationally reviewed later. For Smith, the press functions like 

a sketchbook, the bed of the press being where ideas are 

both conceived and visualised. This also gives him the distinct 

advantage of being able to show the client concept-stage 

work at machine-proof quality. I don't know anyone who 

better demonstrates the flexibility and creative potential 

of letterpress. 
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There are a number of other graphic designers for whom 

letterpress has a significant function during the process and/or 

the final appearance of their work. Vince Frost, A2 /SW/HK, 

Susan Edwards, Phil Abel at the Hand & Eye and Johnson 

Turnbull spring immediately to mind. But it is Alan Kitching, 

who retired earlier this year from the Royal College of Art, 

London, who has had the most profound influence through 

both commissioned projects, and his teaching of typography 

using letterpress to post graduate graphic design students. 

Even so, like anyone in recent years arguing for the continuing 

role of craft in colleges of art, Kitching has had his share of 

battles and his justification for the continued use of letterpress 

in design education is well rehearsed: All craft-based media 

must be kept within design education... otherwise art schools 

will just become empty shells'. The RCA Typography 

Printroom, so nearly scrapped during the reign of Jocelyn 

Stevens, is now expanding to meet increased student demand. 

The broader educational value of letterpress is the think

ing process it requires. Composing type by hand is undeniably 

slower than hitting the 'get text' button. Things have to be 

moved around and, consequently, decisions tend not to be 

taken before all possible ramifications have been considered 

and planned. The need to think before acting is demanding 

as well as exhilarating, and it is precisely this which makes 

using letterpress such a valuable experience for students 

studying typography, graphic design and book arts. Quite 

apart from the tacit knowledge of papers, inks and letter-

forms it nurtures, letterpress is simply the best imaginable 

teaching-aid for typography. Learning by making is the 

most profound way to learn and when a print is pulled, the 

result is, inevitably, an enlightened student. 

However, letterpress, in itself, regardless of design or 

content, is not innately superior to digitally designed, mass-

produced print. Nevertheless, its handmade aspect offers 

a remarkably expressive range and it is this breadth of possibil

ities that makes letterpress such a vital medium; one that 

should be potent and compelling rather than a pastiche of 

the past. Letterpress does not have to equate with 'solemnity 

of purpose' nor with 'preaching to the uninitiated'. Too 

often such righteous attitudes have their basis in a calculated 

snobbery that is aligned with the procurement of status. 

Those who think that they are upholding standards by repro

ducing contemporary versions of 15th century Italian books 

do more damage to the perception of letterpress than any 

social or economic factor ever could. 
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STATUS AND VALUE 

Status, for some, can only be won, by brute force if necessary 

- earning it, if indeed a possibility, takes too long. Given the 

dual instincts of creativity and integrity, together with the 

necessary commercial prowess and opportunism required of 

their profession, it is not surprising that most practicing 

typographers are obliged to take a pro-active interest in their 

social status. Just how seriously design is taken by society 

and its major institutions - the 'establishment' - is crucial, 

because without their respect, designers of all persuasion 

cannot expect to be commissioned by them. Craftspeople, 

and fine press practitioners in particular, are similarly con

scious about their standing, their status, and how their work 

is judged by the public in relation to other fields of arts 

and crafts. They are, however, less affected by the vagaries 

of world economics! 

In the hierarchy of occupations concerned with visual 

communication, higher cultural status is generally conferred 

upon activities where the end product is non-functional. All 

else, supposedly, is sullied by the implication of commercial 

necessity- compromise! However, even artists, no matter how 

unconventional, 'unsullied', and, therefore, uncommercial 

their work, will be accused of 'selling out' the moment someone 

buys their work! Fine press work is, undoubtedly (in fact, 

proudly) functional, and yet 'The Art of the Book, a commonly 

used term in such circles, makes it clear that whilst some of 

its exponents are determinedly disinterested in such matters, 

there are others for whom the term 'Art' is significant. 

The debate about appropriate status generally involves 

measuring the extent to which conventions are questioned. 

William Morris, when setting up his Kelmscott Press in 1891, 

wanted to return to 15th century values in an attempt to 
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re-establish the pioneering spirit of the earliest scholar-

printers. He was creating a situation in which the process 

(the cutting of type, making of ink and paper) were, once 

more, exploratory, and the outcome, unpredictable. By this 

method, Morris intended to re-invent 'the book', a fact 

that has persuaded many to describe his work as the prime 

example of ' the art of the book'. 

Despite occasional inspired efforts (the Doves Press, 

for example) the Private Press Movement never quite 

shook off the pretence of antiquarian purity. The rise of 

Modernism ensured that. However, to the generation that 

followed, the resistance of these presses to the inevitable 

global embrace of mass production had the romantic aura 

of anti-establishmentarianism emanating, curiously, from 

19th century handpresses in the depths of a rural Britain 

between two World Wars. 

The idea that books might be art did not rise again until 

the term 'book art' or 'artists' book' (not to be confused with 

the 'livre de peintre' luxury item) became common currency 

in the 1960s. This time, the proposition related to work pro

duced by'established' artists. Ed Rusha's Twenty-six Gasoline 

Stations (1962) is considered to be one of the earliest examples, 

and so the claim of'art ' was never in dispute. However, the 

word 'book has been the cause of much deliberation. The 

artists' book embraces unexpectedly complex and often pur

posely unwieldy constructions, and it is this lack of physical 

parameters which discourages attempts at a more precise 

definition. Lack of parameters also extends to the use of print; 

often multifarious and unconventional. And yet, in the 

midst of this maelstrom, is letterpress; so old, it's new again! 

Book artists are, of course, artists, and this is often reflected 

in the subject of the book being the relationship between the 

artist and the reader/viewer, a situation often compared with 

the theatre and the relationship there between actor and audi

ence. Book art requires both reader and artist to be constantly 

on guard for the unexpected. According to Renee Riese and 

Judd D Hubert, it is the responsibility of the reader 'to search, 

if not necessarily for perfect coherence, at least for a unifying 

purpose, within and without the text'. Nothing highlights 

the difference between artists' books and fine press books than 

the differing expectations each has of their respective readers. 

This extends to where and how the two kinds of book might 

first be seen. Book art generally requires a forum, a particular 

kind of public space in which such work can be exhibited. Not 

a library. It is preferable that the space has been specifically 

designed for such a function so that the appropriate status can 

be conferred upon the work it contains. This kind of osten

tatious demand does not align easily with the distinctly more 

humble, more utilitarian, concept of craft. Not surprisingly, 

such work is attracting attention and pushing letterpress back 

into the craft journals. This is an entirely positive development 

and certainly another reason why letterpress is returning to 

the curriculum within colleges of art and design. 

The status that art brings is attractive to students and 

course-managers alike. This is illustrated by the fact that 

many book-arts courses emphasize concepts rather than 

making. Ideas, it is argued, have an existence quite separate 

from making. I have seen book-arts courses describe their 

field of study as 'conceptual crafts' - a bizarre contradiction 

in terms - but one which establishes its output as being 

aligned with fine art rather than craft. 



ART AND CRAFT 

Such conflicts of allegiance make it clear that there are very 

different perceptions of art and of craft, and, importantly, 

that they are not given equal cultural status. This is particu

larly galling to those who claim that craft is a kind of art. 

As I have tried to demonstrate in this article, contemporary 

art and craft are rooted in different cultural contexts. The 

foundations of craft practice are found in the mastery of 

a particular medium. For contemporary art, such a focus on 

specific skills is not only considered irrelevant, but detrimental 

to creative endeavour. Today, apparently, whatever makes art 

'art' has little to do with craft. So, the uncomfortable truth is 

that whilst the crafts might seek to embrace art, art vigorously 

resists. This fact alone is sufficient to make many fine press 

printers weakly shy away from what they view as a potentially 

embarrassing public debate on the subject. 

The requirement of a public forum suggests that book 

artists' actively court public awareness, whilst in contrast, 

it is not uncommon for many in the fine press fraternity to 

consider a lack of recognition to be a positive advantage. As 

Simon Lawrence of the Fleece Press wrote in Parenthesis 

(May 1999), 'Frankly, I am glad we are largely unrecognized 

and ignored by the establishment, whether the arts hierarchy 

or the media, for recognition leads to critical and unreasonably 

exercised abuse based on prejudice.' 

Being answerable to no one is certainly a popular reason 

for many taking up independent publishing in the first place. 

But contact with the world beyond the comfort zone of 

bibliophiles and book fairs, even if this were to mean suffering 

the bite of the art critic, might encourage the production 

of fine press work capable of biting back. Wishing to remain 

anonymous just won't do. It is time to raise the ante. 

The fine press book in the middle of the 20th century was, 

for the most part, an exercise in good taste. The finest 

craftsmanship in the world can not, of itself, elevate an object 

to the level of art. Consequently, these beautiful books have 

been relegated to the status of expensive ornaments awaiting 

an idle moment. These are harsh words for those who know 

and appreciate the trials and tribulations of fine printing, but, 

finally, I suspect that the proprietors of those presses aimed 

for little more, and, naturally, such a secure outcome renders 

their work largely irrelevant in a broader cultural context. 

Meanwhile, the work of book artists has generated a 

genuine body of scholarly material that has provided a sound, 

critical, and historical context in the form of exhibitions, 

catalogues and books. Art status means that the attention of 

a well-organized support and promotion system can be 

depended upon to keep developments in the public domain. 

Building on this, book arts courses are flourishing and, 

contrary to many fine art courses, are embracing craft skills 

as integral to the creative process. The amount of emphasis 

placed on craft varies from course to course and this is reflected 

in the tools and equipment available. But a high percentage 

are employing letterpress as a key component and this is surely 

significant for those involved in fine press work. In other 

words, if a neutral space can be imagined between the book 

arts and the fine press, then it must be said that it is the 

book artists who are taking it over. And, justifiably so. 
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BOOKS AND O T H E R OBJECTS 

But there is, at last, a major initiative afoot that will provide 

a platform lor the growing number of fine presses for whom 

creative endeavour is an essential function of what remains a 

highly skilled printing process. During the last ten years there 

has been a growing number of exhibitions/book fairs in which 

fine presses and book artists have shown work side by side, 

notably the annual London Artists' Book Fair (LAB), and 

the bi-annual Oxford Fine Press Book Fair. It is clear from 

the titles that the organizers of both events initially had one 

group in mind and yet they have both found it advantageous 

to include the other. 1 am sure there were commercial 

imperatives involved in these developments, but there can 

be no doubt that the cultural mix, inevitable comparisons 

and resulting discussions have been a positive experience for 

all concerned. The fact that Susan Allix's Through Closed 

Doors, an exuberant, technically inventive work, won the 

Gregynog Letterpress Prize at the Oxford Fine Press Book 

Fair last year, indicates a more tolerant attitude to what a 

'fine' book might be. 

But now a new opportunity has been devised and organized, 

which, from the outset, is for makers of books in all possible 

forms. The Codex Foundation was conceived in 2005 by 

Peter Koch in San Francisco specifically to create 'a fine 

printing/book arts advocacy, umbrella, non-profit organisation', 

capable of dismantling the barriers between art and craft and 

to present an opportunity to look afresh at the book. W h a t 

it was; what it is; and in particular, what it might be. Coming 

at the subject from the fine press side, Koch describes the 

frustration of the current state of affairs: 

'There is a great hole in the centre of the argument... no 

exhibitions in major museums! No critical apparatus to 

support a curatorial decision! No public awareness outside the 

camps of the converted. Now this situation is partially due 

to the writers and scholars that have not provided material 

worth the effort to promote, publish or even read... but it is also 

the fault of those able to see the gap but are not crossing over. 
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The Codex Foundation wants to cross the gap... or at least pro

vide the encouragement to build a bridge that will carry the 

weight of the art historical and intellectually critical integrity 

that a fine book embodies.' 

The first biannual Codex Foundation International Book 

Fair and Symposium, which was held in San Francisco, 

13th to the 15th February 2007, gathering together the world's 

finest presses, book artists, artisans, curators, collectors, 

writers and scholars. The fact that this event was dedicated 

to the overlapping fields of fine press and artists' books 

recognizes that the contrast and tension between channelled 

and exploratory ways of working are a constant part of 

creative endeavour. And it is good to see letterpress playing 

an integral part in these exciting, changing times. 
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POSTSCRIPT 

W h y are book fairs arranged to look like car boot sales? In 

fact, why are they called book fairs at all? W h y must they be 

so utterly amateur - epitomized by the organizer's call, 'Don't 

forget your tablecloth'! It is a truly grim business. 

LAB 06, held at the ICA Gallery, in November, was the 

largest ever, with more than 75 exhibitors and, for the first 

time, the event spread into the main gallery space. Perhaps it 

was this which made me, as an exhibitor, compare the space 

as it was used during those three crowded days with the way I 

am used to seeing it when displaying art. W h y do we present 

ourselves as if we are stall-holders at a jumble sale? 

I suggest that more effort and investment by organizers, 

and more discipline by exhibitors are necessary. For discussion 

purposes only, imagine this: Neat lines of simple, sturdy, 

white or pale wood tables arranged against similarly coloured 

walls. No tablecloths. No ad-hoc shelving. No proprietors 

to inhibit visitors wishing to look more closely at the work. 

A curatorial system of presentation, and exhibitors willing 

to conform for the sake of a overall cohesive exhibition. Each 

item is numbered and enabling a copy to be bought at another 

part of the exhibition. 
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